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Your Energy Customers in 2019
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Agenda
● Introductions

● 2019 Retail Energy Sector Trends 

● Digital Campaign Best Practices & Conversion Tactics

● Opportunities Outside of Search 

● Partner with Xtropy

● Q&A Session
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Jim Hammerel Eric Geibel

● Works with energy clients to communicate 
and engage with customer base

● Develops strategy and implements paid 
search campaigns to support client goals

● Founded Xtropy in 2004

● Works with Xtropy’s new-to-digital 
clients 

● Creates and shares customized Media 
Plans based on Google data

● Part of a broader three person Google 
Team that supports Xtropy

CEO, Xtropy Search Marketing New Client Education, Google

Today’s Speakers
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2019 Retail Energy Sector Trends
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Q4 '16 Q1 '17 Q2 '17 Q3 '17 Q4 '17 Q1 '18 Q2 '18 Q3 '18

Mobile Tablet Computer

60.9% of all Power & Electricity Services related searches are 
on mobile devices

Source:  Google internal data for Power & Electricity Services | United States. Time period: Q3 2018
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Jan Feb Mar Apr Sep Oct Nov DecMay Jun Jul Aug

Queries

CPC

When are your customers Searching for answers?

In the last 3 years, CPCs peaked in July.
Category searches have consistently peaked in September.

Source:  Google internal data for Power & Electricity Services | United States. Time period: Q3 2018
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Michigan

Journey: 57 days
Over 25 total 
touch points

Why is my energy bill so high?

Ways to reduce energy

Nextera energy

Nest Smart Home 

Total searches: 3

Retail Energy
Key moments of discovery

Total searches: 4

Total searches: 4

Total searches: 1
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2013

43M
Actively seeking 
energy education

71M 
Care about how energy
impacts their daily lives

106M 
Not interested

53M 
Neutral

and interest is stronger than ever... 

51M 
Not interested 

2018

57M
 

108M 
Care about how energy
impacts their daily lives

Actively seeking energy 
education

102M 
Neutral

Today’s consumer cares about Energy Consumption

Source:  Google Consumer Surveys, Dec. 18
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Oil & Gas Nuclear 
Energy

Renewable
Energy

+197%

+60%

+12%
Electricity

+214%

YouTube hosts the Energy Conversation:

70M+ views on energy related topics in 2018

Source:  Google Internal YouTube Search Data
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• Millennials surpass Baby Boomers in 2016 as the 
largest segment of US consumers: 

• Millennials are far more likely to express interest in energy 

usage reports, app-based savings suggestions, prepaid 

billing, and energy usage tracking

• Millennials are far more interested in community solar, 

electric vehicles, energy storage, smart appliances, and 

smart homes

• Millennials want their utilities to invest heavily in smart 

grid infrastructure and are more willing to jump ship if 

their current utility doesn’t meet their needs

Energy is shifting to be a consumer-focused business

Source:  https://www.utilitydive.com/news/predictions-2018-customer-engagement-smart-energy-platforms-key-dr-trends/514516/

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/predictions-2018-customer-engagement-smart-energy-platforms-key-dr-trends/514516/
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• Sales of plug-in electric vehicles (EVs) have 
grown at a compound rate above 50 percent 
annually since 2011

• GM’s Chevy Bolt and Tesla’s Model 3, have 
opened a mass market in passenger EVs

• EV’s are going corporate - UPS has pre-ordered 
125 electric Semi tractors from Tesla

2018: The Year of the Electric Vehicle

Source:  https://www.utilitydive.com/news/predictions-2018-customer-engagement-smart-energy-platforms-key-dr-trends/514516/

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/predictions-2018-customer-engagement-smart-energy-platforms-key-dr-trends/514516/
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What’s Ahead in 2019?

● Energy prices are expected to rise 3.2% in 2019, the highest 

jump in five years

● Added cost pressures, especially on lower income families, 

are expected to push them to seek relief
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How Can You Act on This?

2019 will be a critical year for maintaining solid 
customer communications

• Positive customer/brand favorability can be 
influenced by:

• Energy efficiency programs
• Home energy audits
• Weatherization tips
• Appliance rebates

• Low income assistance programs
• Rate plan awareness messaging
• Renewables messaging

 How to lower my energy bill
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Retail Energy Sector

Best Practices / Conversion Tactics
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Google Ads - The Basics

● Flexible spending & budgets
○ Start/stop at any time
○ No minimum ad buys

● Cost-efficient
○ No markup on ad spend
○ Billed on CPC basis in an auction format
○ No IAS or ad serving fees

● Text & responsive display ads reduces creative design costs
● Rapid campaign deployment
● More control than typical media buys
● Unique targeting

○ Cross-device & cross-channel
○ Customer match audiences
○ Remarketing directly from Google Analytics

● Smart bidding options based on your campaign goals
○ Reach, leads/CPA, maximize clicks, etc.
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Tactic Average Cost Per Acquisition

Google Search $6.68

Google Gmail Ads $23.18

Programmatic Display $25.91

Paid Social $144.03

Digital Radio N/A
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● Google Display Network
● YouTube TrueView

● Gmail Ads
● GDN Remarketing

● Branded Search
● Search Remarketing

● Customer Match Audiences
● Gmail Ads

● Remarketing Lists
● Lookalike Remarketing Lists
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Email · Address · Phone · User ID · Device ID
GOOGLE 
AUDIENCE 
SOLUTION

CUSTOMER 
SEGMENT

MARKETING 
OBJECTIVE

* Customer Journey Stages based on web interaction
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Demographics and 
Detailed Demographics

Reach users that fit your basic demographic criteria 
like age, gender, HHI as well as advanced 
demographic criteria like education, homeownership, 
parenting stages, marital status, and employment.

— Age and Gender
— Homeowner vs Renter
— High School Graduate
— Parents of Toddlers

Affinity Audiences Reach audiences who are interested in a topic based 
on a holistic picture of their lifestyles, passions, and 
habits while achieving TV-like scale.

— Sports Fans
— Cooking Enthusiasts
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In-market Audiences Reach users actively looking to buy certain 
products or services in the near future.

— Energy efficiency
— Business loans

Similar Audiences Find people with the same characteristics as 
your existing customers.

— SImilar to converters
— Similar to category page visitor

YouTube
Remarketing

Reach users who are familiar with your brand, 
have engaged with your video content, or are 
channel subscribers

— Video Viewers
— Youtube Channel Subscribers

Remarketing Lists 
for Search Ads

Reach users who are familiar with your brand, 
have been to your website, and are actively 
researching your services

— Homepage
— Category/Product Page
— Abandoned Lead Form
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Remarketing Lists 
for Search Ads

Retarget to users that are purchased a 
product/service from your website.

— Engaged Visitor
— Lead Completer

Customer Match Reach custom segments of your existing 
customers and deliver a tailored message 
at the moment of relevance.

— New Customer
— Loyal Customers
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Goal Customer Segment KPIs

Increase brand awareness   Prospects
- New Visitors to Site
- Increased Visit Durations
- Higher Engagement Rates and CTR

Increase Consideration   Prospects & Interacted Users
- Conversion Rates
- Cost Per Conversion

Drive conversions and loyalty   Interacted Users & Customers
- Repeat Visits
- LTV
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Reach existing 
customers and site 
visitors using 
Remarketing Lists 
for Search Ads and 
Customer Match

Reach your lookalike 
audiences using 
Similar Audiences

Reach users actively 
researching or 
considering purchase 
using In-market 
Audiences

Tailor your bidding, 
creative and 
measurement to 
value your audience 
segments accurately, 
and reach them with 
targeted creative

Don’t bid to averages, 
bid to audience 
segments using LTV 
segments based on 
Customer Match and 
advanced RLSA

Reach broader pool 
of high-value 
prospects using 
Google-created 
audience segments: 
Affinity, Detailed 
Demographics

Basic Advanced
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Google: More Than Search



Introducing YouTube for Action

Reach people based on their intent 
with signals from Google Search and more

Make it easy for them to take action
with new YouTube video ad formats

Prove it works & optimize to a CPA
with cross device measurement 
+ Target CPA bidding



Betterment
betterment.com

Skip ad

Purple Mattress
onpurple.com

Marley Spoon
marleyspoon.com

Skip ad Skip ad

...With a video ad that explains and shows off your program

AND gives viewers a way to                               .
                      

TAKE ACTION



Video on YouTube is especially 
powerful because of the 
platform’s huge, engaged 
viewership.
● 1.9B

● >70%

● 60% 

● 2nd



On a platform where people 
are really paying attention

3X
2X

95%

more likely to pay attention to 
online video ads vs. TV2

more likely to pay attention to ads 
on YouTube vs. social media1

of ads on YouTube are viewable, and 
95% are watched with sound on³

Attention drives results: +150% YoY growth of conversions 
generated by YouTube ads in the past 12 months

1. Google/Ipsos, Video Mobile Diary, US, 2017, n of 4,381 (saw ads occasions) 
2. Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience: U.S., Video Ad Cross-Platform Research Commissioned by Google
3. Google and DoubleClick advertising platforms data, Global, May 2017; Google Internal Data, Global, August 2016 (when volume is at least 10%)
Google Internal Data, Global, 6/1/16 - 5/1/17 vs. 6/1/17 - 5/1/18



Convert INTENT into ACTION on YouTube

Reach people based on their intent 
with intent signals directly from Google

Make it easy for them to take action
with new ad formats that drive viewers to take action

Prove it works & optimize to a target CPA
with cross device + tCPA bidding

Tailor your creative to work for direct-response 
with new guidelines for direct-response video

BUY NOW
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Partner with Xtropy
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Xtropy & Google

14+ year digital agency

We work alongside your agency of record

Millions of dollars in spend under management

Working with the largest energy utilities in the US

Learnings from numerous campaign types, budgets, 
and categories

Dedicated team at Google for planning strategy and 
assistance

Residential Commercial

Appliance Rebates Demand Response

Low Income Assistance Solar Water Heating

Home Energy Audits EE Financing

Solar Thermal Storage

Rate Plans/Changes EV Charging

Safety Messaging Agriculture

many more..
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The Google Premier badge 
recognizes companies that excel 

with Google products.

Xtropy & Google



Google Agency Team & Responsibilities

McKenna Blenz

Agency Account Strategist 

● Individual Account Level Support for 

Specific Accounts

● Agency / Client Collaboration 

Scott Shealy

● High-Level Agency Training & 

Strategy

● Supports Xtropy Leadership on Key 

Initiatives

Agency Development Manager
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Q&A Session
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Jim Hammerel Eric Geibel

jim@xtropy.net
www.Xtropy.net
(530) 725-1254

LinkedIn.com/in/jhammerel

CEO, Xtropy Search Marketing New Client Education, Google

Contact

geibel@google.com
LinkedIn.com/in/egeibel
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Appendix
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Photo search

Google Photos
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assistance
/əˈsɪst(ə)ns/

noun

1. helping people to get things done.

2. MARKETING driving growth by anticipating and satisfying INTENT 
throughout the consumer journey.

About 63,000,000 results (0.58 seconds)

define: assistance
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Survey Google surveys hundreds of thousands of people 
to understand their detailed demographic attributes

Signals Google then uses signals from multiple Google 
channels (e.g. Google Search, Google Maps, YouTube) 
to understand a detailed demographic segment’s 
unique behaviors and characteristics

Scale Google uses machine learning to scale this 
information across the web

Reach people based on long term status like, 
parenting stage, homeowner status, 
education, or employment, to drive awareness 
amongst your customers

How?
Detailed Demographics are created in 3 phases:

...to Drive 
Awareness

Reach your 
Prospects...
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Signals Google’s intelligent algorithms leverage behavior on 
Google.com, YouTube, Google Maps, Google 
Shopping, and more to identify repeated patterns of 
behavior to differentiate interest in real time

Survey Google validates this behavior using surveys

Scale As users move between mobile and desktop, Google 
maintains a holistic picture of their behaviors, helping 
brands to reach users across devices.

Reach audiences based on a holistic picture 
of their lifestyles, passions, and habits.

How?
Affinity Audiences are created in 3 phases:

...to Drive 
Awareness

Reach your 
Prospects...
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Reach users and modify bids 
based on age and gender

How?
Demographic targeting, combined with the 
search query, improves cost-per-acquisition by 
directing spend towards your most valuable user 
segments. Demographics are determined based 
on what a user specifies in their Google account 
or based on their behavior on Google properties.

...to Drive 
Awareness

Reach your 
Prospects...
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Signals Google’s intelligent algorithms leverage behavior on 
Google.com, YouTube, Google Maps, Google Shopping, 
and more to identify repeated patterns of behavior to 
differentiate ‘interest’ from ‘intent’ in real time

Survey Google validates this behavior using surveys and 
conversion data

Scale As users move between mobile and desktop, Google 
maintains a holistic picture of their behaviors, helping 
brands to reach users across devices.

Reach people whose online behavior show 
that they are actively looking to buy certain 
products or services in the near future. 

How?

...to Drive 
Awareness & 

Consideration

Reach your 
Prospects...
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Reach new customers with similar online 
behavior to users on your remarketing lists.

How?
Similar Audiences finds users that are similar to an 
original remarketing “seed” list (or other compatible 
list). It finds users that are similar in profile based on 
the seed list users’ recent browsing interests, search 
queries, and videos watched on YouTube.

Our system ‘scores’ users based on how similar they 
are to users on the original seed list, with similarity 
defined as interested in same categories, topics 
and/or products. ...to Drive  

Consideration

Reach your 
Prospects...
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Reach custom segments of users across 
devices to reach loyal customers, exclude 
current enrollees, and expand to users 
that resemble your converters

How?
Upload first-party customer data into AdWords, 
which we match against Google users and form 
into audience lists. The upload can include 
various types of customer data (for matching) 
including email addresses, mailing addresses 
and phone numbers. User IDs and Device IDs 
are coming soon.

...to Drive  
Conversion 

& Loyalty

Reach your 
customer...
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Reach users that have interacted 
with your website or app.

How?
Remarketing lists for search ads allows an 
advertiser to build lists of users who have visited 
specific pages in their site and condition their 
search bids, creatives, or keywords based on a 
Google visitor's presence in one of these lists.

...to Drive 
Consideration 
& Conversion

Reach your 
interacted user 
& customer


